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Abstract

Background: Suicide and risk factors have been poorly studied in the Muslim-majority countries that hinder the formulation of prevention strategies and affect suicide prevention eventually.

Objectives: We aimed at identifying and analyzing the psychological autopsy studies assessing the risk factors for suicide conducted in Muslim-majority countries.

Methods: We did a search to trace all the available psychological autopsy studies in the Muslim countries with the search term “psychological autopsy study in Muslim countries.” We also checked the available bibliographies to identify the psychological autopsy studies in the Muslim countries so that all the possible studies could be included.

Results: Out of the Muslim countries, only eight psychological autopsy studies were identified in five countries (Bangladesh [1], Indonesia [1], Iran [1], Pakistan [2], and Turkey [3]). Six studies adopted a case-control study design, and all were carried out in urban settings. The prevalence of psychiatric disorders among case-control studies varied from 52.8% in Turkey to 96% in Pakistan. Psychiatric illness, self-harm, and stressful life events were the commonly replicated risk factors for suicide across studies.

Conclusions: Psychological autopsy studies have been conducted only in five Muslim countries revealing that the risk factor for suicide is certainly under-researched in the incumbent countries. This review identified a similar list of risk factors for suicide, namely, psychiatric disorder, past non-fatal attempts, and adverse life events compared to the Western countries even though the rate varies.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Suicide is a public health problem affecting people of all religions and age groups all over the world.1,2 Every year 7,03000 people die by suicide, whilst someone is dying every 40 seconds.3 Suicide not only results in direct loss lives but also has disruptive psychosocial and adverse socioeconomic effects. However, with adequate services and timely interventions, it can be prevented.3 The determination of the
actual rate and risk factors of suicide is an important step in preventing suicide, which is often complicated by cultural, social, and religious factors.4–6

Suicide is a multifaceted phenomenon that results from several risk factors, including a family history of suicide, genetic loading, traumatic life events,7 psychosocial stressors, socioeconomic factors, underlying psychiatric illnesses,8 personality traits, loss of social support,2 previous suicidal behaviors,5,9 and cognitive distortions.10–12 However, variations have been noted in regard to the risk factors from culture to culture, time to time, and country to country.13

Suicide has been decriminalized in most of the Western countries or countries with the least number of Muslims, whereas in the Muslim-majority countries, it is strictly condemned as per the Islamic law and considered as an illegal/criminal offense with financial/or imprisonment penalty. The majority of Muslim countries, namely, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Kuwait, Algeria, Morocco, Oman, Brunei Darussalam, Indonesia, Djibouti, Somalia, Bahrain, Qatar, Sudan, Albania, Iraq, United Arab Emirates, Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, and Bangladesh, follow the Islamic Shariah law.14,15 The legally imposed punishment for suicidal behavior hinders help-seeking due to the fear of legal procedures and inconsistent jurisprudence.14

Although suicide is a global public health priority, there is a dearth of research in suicide in the Muslim-majority countries.5,6 In addition, very few Muslim countries such as Brunei Darussalam, Kazakhstan, Turkey, and Kyrgyzstan report suicide to WHO,4,17,18 whereas many other countries, such as Pakistan, Kuwait, Bangladesh, Oman, Algeria, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Afghanistan, Indonesia, and Somalia, do not report suicide statistics to WHO.15,16 Furthermore, they lack a proper country-based suicide registration system.18 The existing religious, social, and legal taboos linked with suicidal behavior hinder the suicidal disclosure.5

Psychiatric disorders have been identified as an important risk factor for suicide across the globe whilst mostly studied in the Western countries.3,5,10,13,19,20 However, mental illness arises in every culture and it has progressively been recognized as a risk factor for suicidal behaviors in the Muslim countries also.21,22 Studies from Muslim countries identified that psychological disorders such as depression, neuroticism, obsession-compulsion, pessimism, and anxiety are comparatively higher in Muslims than those in the Western samples.23–25 It is obvious that in spite of all the cultural and religious barriers, being a Muslim does not prohibit one from having such suicidal tendencies along with psychiatric disorders.4,24

There are approximately 1.9 billion Muslims globally, making Islam the second-largest religion living in about 50 countries and territories clustered in Asia and Africa.26 It is important to review the risk factors and the actual rate of suicide in Muslim countries to better understand the phenomenon, which will further provide the path to future research and design intervention strategies, thus helping to curb the menace. Henceforth, we aimed at identifying and analyzing the psychological autopsy (PA) studies assessing the risk factors for suicide conducted in Muslim-majority countries. The purpose of this study was not only to evaluate the magnitude of studies addressing the risk factors of suicide in Muslim countries but also to identify the domains of major risk factors responsible for suicide. Also, we opted to compare the prevalence of psychiatric disorders in suicides among the studies conducted in Muslim countries.

2 METHODS

2.1 Search strategy

A search was performed by the first author to identify the original PA studies from Muslim countries. The search was carried out in PubMed, PubMed Central, Scopus, Google Scholar, and Google with the search term “psychological autopsy study in Muslim countries,” “psychological autopsy study in... (individual country name)” (Data S1). Subsequently, two other authors (third and fourth authors) checked and validated the articles by separate searches. We also did a snow-balling to identify all the studies in Muslim countries. The original articles of the PA study from Muslim countries published from inception till the end of 2020 were included (Figure 1).

2.2 Inclusion criteria

Original contributions, quantitative studies, articles published in the English language, PA studies from Muslim countries, and studies with full-accessible text were included. The term “psychological autopsy” had to be identified in the title and/or abstract for the initial search.

2.3 Exclusion criteria

Studies other than the original contribution such as review, commentary, correspondence, editorials, and case studies were excluded. We also excluded qualitative studies.

2.4 Data extraction

We identified and reviewed eight original papers from Muslim countries. The studies were found in five countries (Bangladesh [1], Indonesia [1], Iran [1], Pakistan [2], and Turkey [3]). The characteristics are presented in Table 1.

2.5 Quality assessment

Two authors (VM and SAZA) independently assessed the methodological quality of included studies using the Newcastle-Ottawa Quality Assessment Scale for case-control studies (Data S2). The tool evaluates the quality of studies under the following broad perspectives: (a) selection of study groups (four items), (b) comparability of study groups (one item), and (c) ascertainment of exposure for the groups
A maximum of one star is allocated for each numbered item except for the comparability item where a maximum of two stars can be allocated; thus, the total scores range from 0 to 9 where 0 to 3, 4 to 6, and 7 to 9 are considered as low-, moderate-, and high-quality studies, respectively.35

2.6 | Ethical aspects

As we reviewed publicly available already published papers, no institutional review board clearance was sought for conducting the study.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Psychological autopsy studies in Muslim countries

A total of eight PA studies have been identified in Muslim-majority countries; of these, three were from Turkey, two from Pakistan, and one each from Iran, Indonesia, and Bangladesh. The earliest such study was carried out in 2005 in Turkey; four of the remaining seven studies have been conducted in the last 3 years. Except for two case series studies, all others used a case-control design. The study
duration ranged from 4 to 24 months. Males constituted the majority of the sample in most studies except for one study each from Turkey and Bangladesh (Table 1). All the studies in this review used semistructured interview method, supplemented by a review of additional documents to extract information. The study population was the general adult population in nearly all studies except one where the authors specifically studied suicide in adolescents and young adults.

### 3.2 | Religion of the suicides

We searched and collected studies from Muslim-majority countries. However, only one study explicitly mentioned the proportion of Muslim suicides (96%) in Pakistan. The Indonesian study was conducted in Bali, which is a Hindu majority area, and the proportion of suicides based on the religion was not mentioned.

### 3.3 | Psychiatric disorders among suicides in Muslim countries

All studies used a Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) classificatory instrument such as Structured Clinical Interview for DSM Axis-I Disorders (SCID-I), SCID-II, DSM-IV, and DSM-V except for a study in Pakistan that used the International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision (ICD-10), to identify the mental disorders (Table 2). All the studies were carried out in urban settings. More than half of the decedents, across all the studies in this review, were diagnosed with mental disorders and the figures ranged from 52.8% in Turkey to 96% in Pakistan. Personality disorder was assessed in only two case-control studies from Bangladesh and Pakistan (Table 2). A past history of suicide attempts was found in 6% to 42.5% of decedents (Table 2). Six studies reported proportion under mental health services coverage; the figures were widely varying in the two studies from Pakistan and ranged from 3% to 71.4%; in other countries, figures were more consistent and ranged from 13% to 16.1% (Table 2).

### 3.4 | Risk factors for suicide in Muslim countries

Pre-existing psychiatric illness and stressful life events were the commonly replicated risk factors for suicide across studies in Muslim countries. A past suicide attempt was noted to be a risk factor in two studies each from Turkey and Pakistan, one each from Iran and Bangladesh. Unemployment and substance use were recorded as risk factors in a study each from Turkey, Pakistan, and Iran. Likewise, interpersonal conflicts were noted to be a risk factor in a study from Indonesia and Pakistan (Table 3). A low level of religious involvement was an observed risk factor in an Indonesian study, whereas a lack of support was noted by Turkish studies (Table 3).
3.5 Quality assessment

Risk of bias was noted in selected domains in all the included studies. All the included studies defined cases of suicide based on hospital or government records without independent validation (Data S2). Comparability of groups was lower among one study each from Turkey and Indonesia. Although structured interviews were conducted in all the studies, the interviewer was not blinded to case-control status and hence ascertainment bias was observed in all studies with a control group. One study used different assessment methods for cases and controls (telephonic interview for all controls vs a mixture of face-to-face and telephonic interview for cases). Overall, two studies were rated as high-quality and four as moderate-quality; two others could not be assessed on six of the eight items due to the lack of a control group, and hence, the overall quality cannot be commented upon.

| TABLE 2 Prevalence of psychiatric disorders among suicides in Muslim countries |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| S. no | Study | Study setting | Instruments | Prevalence of psychiatric disorder | Assessment of personality disorder | Prevalence of past attempt | Proportion under mental health services |
| 1 | Arafat et al | urban, Bangladesh | SCID-I (DSM-IV-TR); SCID-II, Paykel’s life events schedule | 61% | Yes | 14% | 13% |
| 2 | Kurihara et al | Urban, Indonesia | SCID-I (DSM-IV-TR), duke social support index | 80% | 20% | 13.3% |
| 3 | Rasouli et al | Urban, Iran | SCID-I, SUPREMISS, Spielberger’s state-trait anger scale, Dickman impulsivity questionnaire | 82.5% | 42.5% |
| 4 | Khan et al | Urban, Pakistan | ICD-10, personality assessment schedule, Paykel’s life events schedule | 96% | Yes | 6% | 3% |
| 5 | Abdullah et al | Urban, Pakistan | Diagnostic statistic manual for mental disorders (DSM) 5 | 71.4% | Yes | 36.5% | 71.4% |
| 6 | Oguzhanoglu et al | Urban, Turkey | DSM-IV, PERI life event scale | 52.8% |
| 7 | Taktak et al | Urban, Turkey | DSM-IV | 61.3% | 12.9% | 16.1% |
| 8 | Altindag et al | urban, Turkey | DSM-IV, PERI life event scale | 69% | |

| TABLE 3 Risk factors for suicide in Muslim countries |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| S. no | Study | Study setting | Study design | Major risk factors |
| 1 | Arafat et al | Urban, Bangladesh | Case-control | Psychiatric disorder, past attempt, life event, sexual abuse |
| 2 | Kurihara et al | Urban, Indonesia | Case-control | Psychiatric disorder, low level of religious interest, severe interpersonal troubles |
| 3 | Rasouli et al | Urban, Iran | Case-control | Psychiatric disorder, past attempt, smoking, unemployment |
| 4 | Khan et al | Urban, Pakistan | Case-control | Psychiatric disorder, being married, unemployment, lower education, life event. |
| 5 | Abdullah et al | Urban, Pakistan | Case series | Psychiatric disorder, substance abuse, past attempt, irritability, low self-esteem, non-compliance, family disharmony, financial hardness |
| 6 | Oguzhanoglu et al | Urban, Turkey | Case-control | Psychiatric disorder, past attempt, life event, lack of social support |
| 7 | Taktak et al | Urban, Turkey | Case series | Psychiatric disorder, past attempt, unemployment, substance abuse |
| 8 | Altindag et al | Urban, Turkey | Case-control | Psychiatric disorder, life event |
DISCUSSION

We aimed at identifying the PA studies conducted in Muslim countries to assess the extent of the study followed by identifying the risk factors for suicide in Muslim countries from those studies to see whether there is any variation from the Western countries. We systematically searched to scrutinize the available eight studies from five Muslim countries. The major findings of this review include the extent of PA studies in Muslim countries, the prevalence of psychiatric disorders among the suicides and identification of major risk factors for suicide.

4.1 Psychological autopsy studies in Muslim countries

Among the all Muslim countries, PA studies have been identified in only five countries that undisguised an extreme lack of studies as well as attention towards risk factors for suicide. PA method basically uses two components: perusal of available medical, psychiatric, forensic, and police records and collateral interviews with key informants. The aim is to collect as much information on circumstances of death in order to arrive at a conclusion about the mode of death, with as high a degree of certainty as possible. Several studies have examined its validity in terms of diagnostic accuracy, with mostly positive reports although there are discordant voices too. Completeness of information, timing of interview following the event, and use of structured tools are some of the issues that affect the reliability and validity of a PA procedure. The recent second-generation autopsy studies usually utilize the structured objective instruments to diagnose the events and psychiatric disorders, which gives its credibility across settings. However, there are some unavoidable biases that affect that are attributed to whole PA method. It is worthy to consider that there are several methodological challenges to conducting such studies, namely, poor-quality data, under-reporting of suicide, criminal status of suicide in the legal system, existing stigma, and social taboos towards suicide. These include stigma in being interviewed for the suicide of a family member, a behavior that is strongly prohibited in Islam, which may affect their willingness to participate in the interviews. Besides, other barriers such as infrastructure and availability of data sources are important feasibility questions. Some suggestions to perform a PA in settings where a case-control design is not possible due to resource constraints include a multi-method approach, beginning with open, narrative questions, and moving to semistructured interviews to cover predefined topics, supplemented with questionnaires. Recently, Arensman and colleagues have described an optimized methodological approach to a PA that allows for investigating a range of risk and protective factors for suicide whilst also examining consistency across various information sources.

4.2 Mental health and suicide in Muslim countries

The presence of a mental disorder has been identified as a universal risk factor across the studies in Muslim countries. The current study revealed a variation in the prevalence of psychiatric disorders in suicides among the eight studies those used either SCID/ICD as a assessment tool (Tables 2 and 3). It ranges from 52.8% in Turkey to 96% Pakistan. There are several possibilities we would like to mention here. First, these figures are in the same direction and highlight the fact that majority of those who die by suicide in Muslim countries have associated psychiatric morbidity. Second, the variations between countries may reflect the differences in the level of training and familiarity with the tool (SCID/ICD) of those who administered it as a fair amount of training is critical to the valid use of SCID, even by mental health professionals. Thirdly, it may also reflect actual differences between countries and cultures. Such differences have been identified by well-designed systematic reviews. However, the proportions are lower when compared to the Western countries except one study from Pakistan where the prevalence was 96%. However, criminal status, religious prohibition, lower mental health literacy, and a higher stigma could disguise the psychiatric morbidities among the suicides in the incumbent countries. According to the latest report of WHO, the rate of suicide has been found lower in the Muslim countries than the global rate. For example, the global age-standardized rate of suicide was 9.0 per 100,000 population for 2019, whereas it was 3.9 for Bangladesh, 2.6 for Indonesia, 5.1 for Iran, 9.8 for Pakistan, and 2.3 for Turkey per 100,000 population for the same year. Therefore, it has been thought that religion has some sort of protective effect in Muslim countries. However, that protective effect of religious affiliation may be marred by the presence of psychiatric morbidity, which may cloud judgment and influence irrational behaviors. In this regard, it is pertinent to note that substance use, which may also impair judgment, was found to be a risk factor for suicide in some of the reviewed studies (Table 3). The proportion of suicide decedents utilizing mental health services were remarkably similar across the studies reviewed except for one outlier study. These results are consistent with global findings as well as country-specific findings that suggest that over 70% of people with common and severe mental illness report do not seek professional help. Public stigma against mental illness remains a major barrier to seeking appropriate treatment for people with mental illness apart from structural barriers such as cost and accessibility due to distance. These findings have implications for the restructuring of mental health care service delivery; involving private and traditional health care providers, and training and supervising their ability to detect and manage common mental illness may help surmount barriers to service utilization; and preliminary evidence of these strategies is available from Asian settings and needs further evaluation in other regions. There may also be some merit in investigating the characteristics of “no-contact suicides” in Muslim regions to aid referral and suicide prevention efforts. The use of mHealth strategies may also help to address structural barriers to care and the stigma associated with in-person consults.

4.3 Risk factors for suicide in Muslim countries

Pre-existing psychiatric morbidity, past attempt, unemployment, triggering life events, and interpersonal troubles were the most common
risk factors for suicide in studies from Bangladesh, Pakistan, Indonesia, and two studies from Turkey (Table 3). These findings concur with reports from Asian settings where life events and interpersonal conflicts have been noted to be major drivers of suicide, unlike the West where psychiatric morbidity remains the principal risk factor.8,10,19,44 Previous studies from Turkey, a transcontinental country located both in Asia and in Europe, have shown the key role of stressful life events and poor social support in triggering suicidal behavior across age groups.45,46 Our findings imply that suicide prevention efforts in Muslim nations must also focus adequately on the social determinants of suicide, apart from addressing barriers to seeking mental health services, to effectively tackle the menace of suicide.

4.4 | What is already known

Suicide is a global problem. However, most of the review studies about the risk factors for suicide using a case-control approach have been conducted in non-Muslim countries.10,19,47-49 and the literature regarding the burden and risk factors for suicide using a case-control PA approach in Muslim countries is limited.

4.5 | What this study adds

The literature on PA from Muslim countries remains scanty even though, in recent years, studies are coming out. We could not find any PA study in any African Muslim country. This review identified the extent of PA studies across the Muslim countries. Also, it showed the major risk factors for suicides that are similar to the Western countries in regard to the areas of risk factors.

4.6 | Strength of the study

This is the first review assessing the PA studies in Muslim countries identifying the risk factors, prevalence of mental disorders, and research gaps. We tried to include all the possible studies to include in the review.

4.7 | Limitations of the study

We included the studies published only in the English language. There are variations in the methodology, study population, sample size, and prevalence of mental disorders. The articles did not clearly mention the suicides based on the religion. Personality disorders were assessed only in two countries (Bangladesh and Pakistan).

5 | CONCLUSIONS

PA studies have been conducted only in five Muslim countries revealing that the risk factor for suicide is certainly underresearched in Muslim countries. This review identified a similar list of risk factors for suicide, namely, psychiatric disorder, past non-fatal attempts, and adverse life events compared to the Western countries. As Muslims comprised an important proportion of the global population with a lower suicide rate, a need arises to look into the risk and resilient factors for suicide based on the religion and religiosity.
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